
Here is a “Quick View” of 
Do D.A. Day Volunteer Opportunities 

for IG Reps and others in DA/BDA. 
Longer descriptions follow below. 

    = = Primarily BEFORE the Event (Sat., Nov. 6) = = 

Registrar Team (Treasurer + 1-2 others)

Script Writing Team (MC + 1 or 2 others)

Participant Evaluation Team (1 or 2?)

Outreach/Promotion Team  - This is EVERYONE. 

    = = Primarily DURING the Event (Sat., Nov. 6) = = 

Master of Ceremonies
 
Secretaries ( 3 sought)

Tech Support (3 more sought)



Stretch Break Leader(s)  (1 or 2)

Musical Interlude Performer(s)  (1 or 2)

Time Keepers (several needed)

    = = Primarily POST Event = = 

Audio Distribution ( ? needed)

And here is the Full Version of these roles

    = = Primarily BEFORE the Event (Sat., Nov. 6) = = 

Registrar Team

Script Writer(s)
Help develop the script for the event leveraging standard 
language approved by the DA organization (will have 
access to prior scripts)

Participant Evaluation Developer



Develop questions to ask attendees about the event, what 
they liked what they want to see at future events and any 
concerns

Outreach/Promotion - This is EVERYONE.  - make 
announcements in the meeting you represent, and any 
other you may attend.  Venture into Phone and Virtual/
Video meetings.  Step up to assist in getting the word out 
to other IG’s

    = = Primarily DURING the Event (Sat., Nov. 6) = = 

MC
Run the event, read the script and move the event from 
one point to the next. Willingness to speak publicly.

Secretary
Keep the meeting on task, ask for volunteers to read the 
readings, call on people, monitor the chat, put 7th 
tradition info in the chat, literature information, and 
introduce the speakers and MC

Tech Support (Need 3+)
 - to support the two lead techs Frank and Kera



Stretch Break Leader(s) - 2-5 min stretch breaks - a.m., 
p.m.
A willingness to lead people in basic stretches to help with 
Zoom fatigue. Someone who will bring fun and a passion 
for fitness. 

Musical Interludists (1 or 2)
 - provide relaxing “background music” before Do D.A. 
Day officially starts during “Doors Open”and between 
formal portions of the day.

Time Keepers
- one to keep the overall event on time and moving 
forward - one to time the speakers (and ask what time 
warnings they want)

    = = Primarily POST Event = = 

Audio Distribution - The distribution of the recording to 
be done by Frank, Kera and the Tech Team.


